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Abstract

Adaptive immune response consists of many highly regulated, multistep cas-
cades that protect against infection while preserving the health of autologous
tissue. The proper initiation, maintenance, and resolution of such responses
require the precise coordination of molecular and cellular signaling over
multiple time and length scales orchestrated by lymphatic transport. In or-
der to investigate these functions and manipulate them for therapy, a com-
prehensive understanding of how lymphatics influence immune physiology
is needed. This review presents the current mechanistic understanding of
the role of the lymphatic vasculature in regulating biomolecule and cellular
transport from the interstitium, peripheral tissue immune surveillance, the
lymph node stroma and microvasculature, and circulating lymphocyte hom-
ing to lymph nodes. This review also discusses the ramifications of lymphatic
transport in immunity as well as tolerance and concludes with examples of
how lymphatic-mediated targeting of lymph nodes has been exploited for
immunotherapy applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Although traditionally considered a conduit system responsible for maintaining tissue fluid bal-
ance, the lymphatics were recognized for their immunological transport role more than 40 years
ago (1–3). Since then, the understanding of lymphatic transport and its effects on adaptive immune
response, including effects on cell migration and trafficking as well as antigen presentation, has
improved substantially. Indeed, lymph drainage affects more than just tissue edema. For example,
lymph drainage facilitates both exogenous and self-antigen transport to lymph nodes to tune hu-
moral response to immunization as well as regulatory T (Treg) cell function and immune tolerance
(4); locally dampens antitumor immunity (5); and directs the remodeling of draining lymph nodes
(4, 6, 7), tissues whose microstructure orchestrates the comingling of lymph and lymphocytes
to facilitate adaptive immune response. The transport role of the lymphatics is thus intrinsically
linked to lymphatic function in immune physiology. Accordingly, lymphatic drug targeting is
increasingly utilized to enable the delivery of therapeutic agents to the local draining lymphatic
basin and lymph nodes (8–11). The aims of this review are to integrate relevant developments
in this area into a holistic perspective on the immune physiology of lymphatic transport and to
highlight approaches that harness this role for immunotherapeutic applications.

2. IMMUNE PHYSIOLOGY OF LYMPHATIC TRANSPORT

The cardiovascular system oxygenates and provides nutrients to interstitial tissues by plasma
filtration at blood capillaries driven by Starling’s forces. This results in a net leakage of plasma
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into the interstitium that, if unchecked, causes fluid imbalance and tissue swelling. To resolve
this mass transport problem, which is on the order of ∼3 L of excess filtered blood plasma per
day (12), the lymphatic system provides a drainage conduit (Figure 1) (13, 14) that, by virtue
of cyclic pressure gradient variations (15), imparts a convective driving force for the removal of
excess fluid from the interstitium. Thus, fluids and small molecules from interstitial tissues that
drain into the lymphatic capillary plexus are concentrated as lymph (16, 17) and convected via
the pumping function and valve-segmented lymphangion structure of larger lymphatic vessels to
draining lymph nodes in a unidirectional fashion. The cumulative result is a convective driving
force out of peripheral tissues into draining lymph nodes.

From an immunological standpoint, the net fluid transport process facilitated by lymphatics
provides an efficient means to deliver antigen to immune cells of the adaptive immune system
by both passive drainage and active cell-mediated transport mechanisms. This is because small-
molecule protein antigens subjected to interstitial flow can drain into lymphatics and are delivered
to dendritic cells, professional antigen-presenting cells that reside at high numbers within the
lymph nodes [timescale: minutes to hours (18)]. In addition, lymph-borne antigen is transported to
B cells directly in the case of small antigens (18) or by transfer from subcapsular macrophages (19).
Alternatively, dendritic cells patrolling peripheral tissues can take up small-molecule or particulate
antigen and chemotact toward lymphatic endothelial cell–expressed CCL21 [chemokine (C–C
motif ) ligand 21] (20) to enter the lymphatics and invade draining lymph nodes [timescale: hours
to days (21)] to directly present (22) or transfer to stromal cells (23) major histocompatibility
complex (MHC)-loaded peptide antigen. Because organized lymphocyte accumulation occurs in
lymph nodes, which maintain mature naı̈ve lymphocytes and initiate an adaptive immune response,
these convective transport processes direct the delivery of antigen over multiple timescales to the
major tissue sites of antigen presentation involved in the development of both immunity and
tolerance (4, 5, 24–26).

The context of antigen presentation plays a critical role in determining the quality of induced
adaptive immune response. First, dendritic cells that reside within lymph nodes and take up soluble
antigen also express cytokines that differ from the antigen-bearing dendritic cells that infiltrate
the lymph node after activation in the periphery (27), suggesting a distinct role for lymph-borne
antigen and therefore lymphatic drainage in the fine-tuning of immune response. Second, from a
simplified viewpoint, when antigen is presented in what might be considered steady-state condi-
tions (e.g., in the absence of ancillary immune stimulation) by immature dendritic cells, antigen-
specific T cell priming results in the development and expansion of Treg cells. These cells, again
in highly simplistic terms, protect tissues from autoimmune reactions (28) but also contribute to
tumor-associated immune suppression (29). Alternatively, if instead antigen is coincidentally en-
countered with immunological danger signal(s) (such as pathogen-associated molecular patterns
or immune stimulatory cytokines) that result in dendritic cell activation/maturation, antigen pre-
sentation to cognate T cells directs their differentiation into immunogenic T cells that help B
cell production of antibodies and expression of inflammatory cytokines in the direct clearance of
target cells (30). The local immune signaling milieu at the time of antigen presentation thus plays
a crucial role in directing the quality of adaptive immunity versus tolerance.

Lymphatics are also involved in directing adaptive immune response through modulation
of the draining lymph node immunological microenvironment by providing a transport mech-
anism not only for antigen but also for endogenous immune modulators produced within the
interstitium of peripheral tissues. For example, inflammatory cytokine levels in lymph-draining
rheumatoid arthritis–afflicted joints of human patients are elevated 100-fold relative to serum
(31). Exosomes and microparticles, which mediate intercellular transport of protein and ri-
bonucleic/deoxyribonucleic acid (RNA/DNA) (32), are also drained from peripheral tissues
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Figure 1
Lymphatic transport–directed lymph node remodeling. (a) Lymphatic uptake of small molecules, particulates, and cells within the
tissue interstitium results in carriage to draining lymph nodes, tissues whose microstructure orchestrates the comingling of lymph and
lymphocytes to facilitate adaptive immunity and tolerance. The transport role of the lymphatics in the delivery of peripheral
tissue–derived antigens, cytokines and chemokines, immune modulatory particles, and immune cells can thus modulate the
immunological and biophysical microenvironment of draining lymph nodes to influence adaptive immune response in multiple ways.
(b) Microstructures of skin-draining lymph nodes with (left) normal, (middle) impaired, and (right) tumor lymphatic transport are shown
immunohistochemically and schematically, emphasizing representative collagen organization, T and B cell segmentation, and high
endothelial venule (HEV) remodeling responses. Modified from References 4, 10, 13, and 14 with permission.
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via lymphatics to draining lymph nodes, where they regulate local tissue remodeling (33) and
inflammatory signaling (34). Thus, the transport function of lymphatics can play multiple roles
in the regulation of adaptive immunity.

3. LYMPHATIC TRANSPORT–DIRECTED REMODELING OF THE
LYMPH NODE MICROENVIRONMENT AND ITS POTENTIAL
INFLUENCE ON RESIDENT CELLS

Lymph nodes function as the body’s lymphocyte “transit hubs,” passage through which is intrin-
sically complex. Cells and lymph-borne solutes from local tissues are delivered and incompletely
removed via unidirectional rail lines (lymphatics). Once in the lymph node, cells are loosely subdi-
vided into terminals (T and B cell zones) while fluids and small molecules are shuttled intra–lymph
nodally via trams (conduits). Gates [high endothelial venules (HEVs)] also facilitate entry of cells
as well as exchange of solutes and fluids with the systemic blood circulation (Figure 1).

This complex and dynamic organization is critical to lymph node function in comingling
small molecules and cells to facilitate signaling for adaptive immune response. For example, self-
tolerance mechanisms fail, resulting in generalized autoimmunity in mice with a plt (paucity of
lymph node T cells) mutation that lacks CCR7 (C–C chemokine receptor type 7) ligands (35).
This is because CCL21 and CCL19, CCR7 ligands secreted by the stromal cells of the lymph
node T cell zone that form the structural network that guides lymphocyte trafficking (36), are
essential to the positioning of CCR7+ Treg, naı̈ve T, and antigen-presenting cells in the lymph
node paracortex (37). Disruption of lymph node architecture via pathogen-induced interference of
homeostatic chemokine expression in infected lymph nodes also enhances Salmonella typhimurium
virulence and has been hypothesized to represent a mechanism of immune suppression used by
pathogens that primarily target lymphoid tissue (34). The organization of lymph nodes is thus
crucially linked to their immunological functionality.

The cellular and molecular distribution profiles within lymph nodes are significantly influenced
by lymphatic transport function. For example, in the absence of dermal lymphatics, disorganized
stromal cell distributions, minimal B cell follicle definition, and smaller or collapsed HEVs (4)
are found in skin-draining but not other lymph node localities (Figure 1), consistent with re-
modeling responses induced within draining lymph nodes when afferent lymph flow is occluded
(6). These lymph node organizational changes correspond with abnormal distributions of CCL21
and CXCL13 [chemokine (C–X–C motif ) ligand 13] (4), chemokines that direct T and B cell
positioning within the lymph node, respectively, as well as T cell zone fibroblastic reticular cells
and reticular fibers (4), which regulate T cell migration (38). Together with in vitro observa-
tions of T zone fibroblastic reticular cell organization, proliferation, and secretion of CCL19 and
CCL21, sensitivity to flow (39) suggests that lymphatic transport–regulated intranodal fluid flow
may modulate chemokine-dependent organizational and structural remodeling within the lymph
node interstitium.

In addition to flow putatively providing organizational cues, lymph-borne solutes and cells are
implicated in directing lymph node remodeling. For example, vascular endothelial growth factor
(VEGF) drained from the inflamed skin in a delayed-type hypersensitivity skin model induces
lymphatic vessel remodeling and expansion within draining lymph nodes (40). Additionally,
microparticles containing tumor necrosis factor secreted by peripheral tissue–resident mast
cells and transported via lymphatics induce lymph node hypertrophy (34). Lymph-migrating
dendritic cells also direct the remodeling of the lymph node fibroblastic reticular network after
immunogenic challenge (41), and the extent of cellular remodeling of the lymph node interstitium
is proportional to the number of mature lymph-transported dendritic cells (42). Dendritic cells
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also direct the proliferation of endothelial cells and HEV expansion within draining lymph nodes
after either immunization or subcutaneous adoptive transfer of dendritic cells (43).

Given the importance of microstructural properties and cellular distributions in regulating
lymph node efficacy at directing adaptive immune response and immunological tolerance, a po-
tential pathophysiological role is suggested by the lymph node remodeling that accompanies
numerous disease states. For example, sentinel, or tumor-draining, lymph nodes are exposed to
a high concentration of lymph-transported molecules from the tumor interstitium by virtue of
their proximity to growing tumors (Figure 1) (7, 8). Signaling pathways active within the local
tumor microenvironment that result in tissue remodeling associated with cancer cell survival (44),
invasion (45–47), and immune suppression (5) could therefore operate within tumor-draining
lymph nodes. We recently analyzed lymph nodes from B16 melanoma–bearing mice with respect
to tumor stage and found that melanoma lymphatic drainage was associated with alterations in
lymph node hyaluronic acid and collagen content corresponding with physical adaptations that
manifest in tumors (44, 48, 49), including increased intranodal pressures (7, 50, 51) and increased
lymph node tissue stiffness and viscoelasticity (7). The potential for these and other remodeling
responses to influence critical cellular processes in the lymph node, including cell proliferation,
migration, and lymphocyte homing, is discussed below.

3.1. Proliferation of Lymph Node–Resident Cells

Cellular proliferation within lymph nodes, which is important in the expansion of antigen-specific
lymphocytes (52) and stromal cells (53), as well as metastatic tumor formation by invading cancer
cells (54), can be regulated by lymphatic-directed changes in lymph node hyaluronic acid abun-
dance, extracellular matrix stiffness, and intranodal fluid flow profiles. Hyaluronic acid plays a key
role in the survival and proliferation of human myeloma cells through local retention of the sur-
vival signal interleukin-6 (55). Hyaluronic acid induces strong proliferative responses in murine B,
but not T, cells, indicating the potential for lymph node hyaluronic acid abundance to influence
B cell proliferation and effector function (56). Low–molecular weight hyaluronic acid induces an
increase in the proliferation of lymphatic endothelial cells and triggers their migration and orga-
nization into tubelike structures (57). Alterations in lymph node hyaluronic acid content, which
were previously demonstrated to be associated with melanoma lymphatic drainage (7), therefore
have the potential to influence the survival, proliferation, and functionality of lymph node resident
cells.

Extracellular matrix stiffness is another aspect of the lymph node biophysical microenviron-
ment that can influence cellular proliferation. Matrix stiffening resulting from increased collagen
density had a negative effect on fibroblast proliferation (53). Stiffer scaffolds also showed in-
creased resistance to fibroblast retraction, suggesting resistance to cell-directed remodeling (53).
Substrate rigidity was also found to influence the proliferation of human T cells, with softer
substrates resulting in higher naı̈ve T cell proliferation when stimulated ex vivo (52). Similarly,
murine melanoma proliferation was observed to increase in softer fibrin matrices, resulting in
increased self-renewal and colony growth over time (57). However, there are also conflicting re-
ports indicating that human breast and lung cancer cell proliferation was increased by two- and
threefold, respectively, with an increase in substrate stiffness from 150 to 4,800 Pa (58). These
results indicate the complexity and cell subtype dependency of stiffness-induced alterations in cell
proliferation.

Changes in interstitial flow rates within lymph nodes as a result of remodeling also have
the potential to affect the proliferation of resident cells. T cell zone fibroblastic reticular cell
proliferation increases with flow rate in vitro (39). Flow rate also influences the proliferation
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of several types of cancer cells; a shear stress of 12 dyn/cm2 induces G0/G1 cell-cycle arrest,
as opposed to static conditions inducing G2/M arrest, which inhibits cell differentiation (54).
Overall, remodeling-induced physical changes in hyaluronic acid content, substrate stiffness,
and intranodal flow may therefore regulate the proliferation of cells within the lymph node
interstitium.

3.2. Intranodal Cell Migration

Cell migration within lymph nodes, which determines T and B cell zone distributions, stromal
cell organization, and cancer cell invasion, is likely regulated by physical remodeling known to
occur in lymph nodes, including changes in matrix stiffness, chemokine gradients, and intran-
odal pressure. Changes in extracellular matrix stiffness due to lymph node interstitial remodeling
may influence cell migration by changing migratory force generation, migration persistence, and
migration velocity. For example, increased substrate stiffness from 2,500 to 15,600 Pa caused pri-
mary human macrophages to increase their exerted force by threefold, indicating their adaptive
capability to produce larger traction stresses in stiffer tissue microenvironments (59). In other
research, neutrophils were observed to migrate more slowly but with a longer persistence time
on stiffer substrates (60). The longer persistence time caused neutrophils to migrate an overall
greater distance on stiffer substrates and with increased directionality, as opposed to the more
random motion noted on softer substrates (60). In three-dimensional collagen matrices, fibro-
blast migration increased twofold with an increased substrate stiffness of 60 Pa due to a higher
concentration of collagen (61). Lung and breast cancer cell velocities increased by ∼15–20 μm/h
when the extracellular matrix–conjugated polyacrylamide substrate stiffness was increased from
150 to 4,800 Pa (58). Changes in lymph node stiffness induced by lymphatic remodeling may
therefore influence intra–lymph nodal migration of cells by altering traction forces, guiding cell
directionality, and modifying cell velocity.

Flow (62), chemokine gradients (63, 64), and the coupled effects of flow on chemokine gradients
(45, 65) within the remodeled lymph node interstitium likely also affect cell migration within lymph
nodes. In one example, naı̈ve T cell motility exhibited binary behavior, with an increased average
locomotion of ∼10 μm/min when the perfusion rate of explanted lymph nodes was increased
above 40 μm/s, but with a cellular velocity of only 2–4 μm/min when perfusion rates were 1.3–
13 μm/s (62). Interstitial flow through three-dimensional collagen gels provoked an increase in
matrix metalloproteinase–dependent fibroblast motility (66). Furthermore, mature dendritic cell
secretion of CCL19 increased the polarization, motility, and maximum migration distance of
coincubated naı̈ve T cells in vitro (63). Additional studies have demonstrated that dendritic cells
themselves migrate toward chemokine gradients of CCL19 and CCL21 as low as 50 and 100 nM,
respectively (64). However, dendritic cells preferentially migrated toward CCL21 rather than
CCL19 when both directional cues were present even at higher, equal concentrations (64). Cellular
migration can also be directed by interstitial flow in response to secreted chemokine engagement
with the surface-expressed receptor (for example, CCL21 and CCR7) via a mechanism termed
autologous chemotaxis (45). Breast cancer cell migration and directionality were also found to be a
function of flow velocity along streamlines (65). Thus, the velocity, directionality, and persistence
of migrating lymphocytes and cancer cells may be affected by lymphatic-directed changes in
intranodal flows and chemokine gradients.

Similarly, changes in lymph node pressure and pressure gradients induced by lymphatic-
directed tissue remodeling can direct intranodal migration of cells. T cells derived from human
peripheral blood, activated, and cultured under increased pressure conditions exhibited increased
motility (67). When pressure gradients were applied to aggregates of human breast cancer cells,
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migration was also suppressed at localities within the aggregate that were exposed to lower pres-
sures (68).

3.3. Cell Homing to Lymph Nodes via High Endothelial Venules

In addition to immigrating via lymphatic vessels, naı̈ve lymphocytes and other cells home to lymph
nodes via specialized regions of lymph node vasculature termed HEVs (69). Early histological and
electron microscopy studies revealed that during inflammatory events, lymphocytes migrate across
the vessel wall in HEVs by penetrating junctions between neighboring endothelial cells (70). This
highly orchestrated process is classically described in three interrelated steps: (a) selectin-mediated
tethering and rolling of circulating lymphocytes on the vessel wall, (b) cytokine-mediated activation
of integrins, presented on lymphocytes, and (c) integrin-mediated firm adhesion of lymphocytes
to the endothelium and subsequent diapedesis.

In the first step of this process, L-selectin binds its endothelial ligand, peripheral node ad-
dressin (PNAd), via fast kinetic interactions, which allow cells to slow down relative to free flow
velocity (Figure 2) (71–73). Expression of PNAd and consequential lymphocyte accumulation are
lymphatic drainage dependent, as evidenced by a reduction in luminal PNAd expression following
occlusion of the afferent lymphatic vessel in experimental models (74). Whereas the interaction
of luminal PNAd with L-selectin is recognized as the direct mediator of lymphocyte tethering
and rolling on the HEV, other, indirect, temporally or spatially regulated interactions have also
been implicated in this tethering and rolling behavior. For instance, PNAd expressed on HEVs
can also capture activated platelets via P-selectin, which in turn can interact with P-selectin gly-
coprotein ligand 1 ligands on circulating lymphocytes, enabling an indirect lymphocyte rolling
effect (75). In addition to this indirect pathway, lymphocyte rolling is further complicated by loca-
tional variation in molecular expression. Whereas L-selectin–PNAd interactions mediate rolling
behavior of lymphocytes in peripheral lymph nodes, HEVs of mesenteric lymph nodes facilitate
rolling of lymphocytes via α4β7–MAdCAM-1 (mucosal addressin cellular adhesion molecule 1)
interactions (76). Finally, molecular expression as it relates to lymphocyte trafficking across the
HEV is temporally regulated. For example, developmental studies on murine models suggest a
dynamic presentation of cellular adhesion molecules on the luminal surface of the HEV through-
out growth. Initially, MAdCAM-1 dominates the adhesion of an α4β7-positive subset of cells to
the HEV, yet 24 h after birth, a phenotypic switch enables L-selectin expressed on circulating
lymphocytes to interact with PNAd (77).

The second and third steps of lymphocyte transmigration demonstrate the strong interdepen-
dence of each part of this process, as integrin activation depends on cytokine signaling for suc-
cessful firm adhesion formation (Figure 2). Lymphocyte function–associated antigen 1 (LFA-1),
the integrin that firmly binds intracellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-1, ICAM-2, or vascular
cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1) expressed on the HEV endothelium, requires activation via
membrane-associated cytokine signaling cascades (76, 78). In vivo intravital microscopy studies
of murine models demonstrated that CCL21 is constitutively presented on the HEV lumen,
and its interaction with CCR7 on circulating lymphocytes is required for LFA-1 activation and
subsequent firm adhesion of naı̈ve T cells to HEVs (79). In a plt mutant mouse strain employed due
to its impaired T cell homing abilities, PNAd but not CCL21 is expressed on luminal HEVs and
results in cell rolling but not firm adhesion (79). Interestingly, LFA-mediated cell arrest on HEVs
of lymph nodes of plt mice can be restored via intracutaneous injection of CCL21 (79). Other cell
type–specific molecular pairs have been identified as integrin activating, and their transport to
the HEV lumen represents a critical step in physiological and pathophysiological processes (80,
81). Furthermore, although activation of LFA-1 by cytokines induces conformational changes
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Figure 2
Inflammation-induced changes in cellular homing via high endothelial venules (HEVs). (a) In an inflamed HEV, an influx of cytokines
expressed by or trafficked and translocated to the HEV enables increased integrin activation and engagement by circulating lymphocytes
relative to quiescent HEVs. (b) Inflamed HEVs are longer; thus, they may support more adhesion of lymphocytes once they become
fully activated relative to shorter, quiescent HEVs. (c) Increases in HEV diameter during inflammation and concomitant reductions in
wall shear stress support greater frequencies of rolling cells relative to quiescent HEVs. Abbreviations: ICAM, intracellular adhesion
molecule; LFA, lymphocyte function–associated antigen; PNAd, peripheral node addressin; VCAM, vascular cell adhesion molecule.

necessary for binding ICAM-1, the engagement with this ligand is ultimately necessary for
appropriate LFA-1 headpiece rearrangement for optimal firm adhesion mediation (82, 83).

Changes in transport and luminal presentation of integrin-activating cytokines and integrin
ligands exemplify an important mechanism by which inflammation can alter lymphocyte trafficking
across the HEV. Delivery of peripheral tissue–secreted cytokines to HEVs via draining lymphatics
and the fibroblast reticular cell–based conduit system in lymph nodes enable remote signaling to
HEVs that directs their adhesive capacity (84–86). This system for cytokine transport is essential
to the observed “remote control” of the HEV via cytokine signaling. For example, Palframan
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et al. (87) demonstrated that monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1/CCL2) release in a
model of skin inflammation resulted in transport of MCP-1/CCL2 to the draining lymph node
and subsequent translocation to the luminal side of the HEV, which in turn led to activation of
CCR2 signaling and subsequent integrin activation in adoptively transferred monocytes. Other
inflammation-related changes, such as fever induction, increase the display of CCL21 and ICAM-1
on the HEV; both of these are necessary for the observation of temperature-induced increase in
cell trafficking across the HEV (83).

Geometrical alterations in HEVs, such as changes in size and length, represent an additional
consequence of inflammation that can affect lymphocyte trafficking to lymph nodes via biophysical
effects. Upon immunization or infection, lymph nodes rapidly enlarge, subsequently inducing
changes to the lymph node vasculature, specifically lengthening HEVs (88). The mechanism of
expansion has been the subject of intense study; such research has emphasized the interplay among
lymphocytes, dendritic cells, fibroblast reticular cells, and the expression of factors such as VEGF in
proliferation of the endothelial cells that constitute the HEV (43, 89–92). The importance of such
expansion in lymphocyte homing has been emphasized in recent research quantifying the capture
efficiency of leukocyte-like HL-60 cells on various lengths of micropatterned selectin substrate
under flow conditions (93). Because selectin-ligand bonds must counteract hydrodynamic shear
forces of the blood vasculature, the density of adhesive ligands and the length of adhesive patches
represent critical variables in the ability of cells to develop a sufficient number of bonds to counter
such dispersive hydrodynamic forces (93). Varying the adhesive patch length can result in varied
encounter time between a receptor on the circulating cell and its corresponding ligand, such
that longer patch lengths enable longer encounter times and thus affect adhesive bond dynamics.
Analogous assumptions as to the importance of selectin or selectin ligand patch length can be
made in relation to HEV length; expansion of HEVs corresponds to an expansion in the length
over which PNAd is expressed (92) and, thus, may influence lymphocyte capture via L-selectin-
mediated rolling and the resulting transendothelial migration to accumulate within the lymph
node (Figure 2). Furthermore, the influence of HEV length scales may be exacerbated by the
synergistic effect of selectins, cytokines, and integrins in the transendothelial migration process
in lymphocyte homing and accumulation. In both static and flow-based assays, Atarashi et al. (94)
demonstrated that cross-linking P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1, a P-selectin ligand on T helper
1 cells, increased adhesion frequency and strength to ICAM-1. When combined with cytokine-
mediated integrin activation, cross-linking of P-selectin glycoprotein ligand 1 resulted in a greater-
than-additive increase in ICAM-1 adhesion, emphasizing an important role for both cytokines
and selectins in integrin activation (94). Because this selectin engagement–mediated intracellular
signaling pathway presumably requires a finite threshold time for full integrin activation, in the
presence of hemodynamic forces this activation time essentially translates to selectin engagement
over a threshold length. In this context, length scales relate not only to the initiation of rolling
adhesion but also to the formation of firm adhesions, further emphasizing the important role of
HEV expansion to increased lymphocyte homing and accumulation in inflamed lymph nodes. We
recently demonstrated that the persistence with which cells mediate rolling adhesion to P-selectin
is cell subtype dependent (95). Whether the persistence of rolling adhesion to HEVs via other
receptors diverges between lymph node–homing cell subtypes, and whether its combined effect
with HEV expansion/contraction affects the recruitment of specific lymphocyte subtypes, remains
to be elucidated.

Finally, changes in flow conditions have the potential to dramatically alter lymphocyte recruit-
ment via the HEV. Kumar et al. (89) showed that, during inflammation, B cell–mediated HEV
growth is manifested initially as increased HEV branching and later as elongation and circumferen-
tial growth of preexisting HEV segments. Flow through HEVs modeled as flow through a circular
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tube predicts that circumferential growth would result in a decrease in wall shear stress (96). This
remodeling-induced shear stress reduction has potential consequences for lymphocyte homing
and accumulation via HEV adhesive processes. Whereas the precise values of wall shear stress
levels exhibited in HEVs of quiescent and inflamed lymph nodes have not yet been determined,
one can infer, on the basis of studies of T lymphocyte interactions with PNAd-functionalized sub-
strates under shear flow, that a decrease in shear stress up to a critical nonzero point can increase
lymphocyte adhesion to the HEV (Figure 2) (97). These changes in lymphocyte recruitment may
be due, in part, to shear stress–induced alterations in adhesive ligand expression. For example,
Woolf et al. (98) demonstrated that, in a shear-free environment, CCL21 failed to activate inte-
grins for successful T cell adhesion to ICAM-1, demonstrating an important role of shear stress
in lymphocyte trafficking across the HEV. Regulation of biophysical parameters such as HEV
length and shear stress level, compounded by changes in molecular expression and presentation
directed by lymphatics, thus represents a critical aspect of lymph node remodeling that occurs
during normal physiologic processes as well as diverse pathophysiological responses to influence
lymph node cell homing.

4. IMPLICATIONS OF LYMPHATIC TRANSPORT
IN IMMUNE RESPONSE

We now focus on the contribution of the transport role of lymphatics to adaptive immunity and
tolerance. We do not elaborate on other immune modulatory roles of the lymphatic vasculature,
including but not limited to the capacity of the lymphatic endothelium to directly present antigen
to modulate T cell immunity and regulation (5, 23, 99–101) and its effects in cancer (5) and immune
tolerance (5, 99, 100), which have been well reviewed elsewhere (102–104, 105), nor do we focus
on the emerging concept of the lymphatic endothelium’s role as an “antigen archive” (105, 106).

4.1. Lymphedema-Associated Alterations in Immune Function and Response

Lymphedema, the failure of lymphatics to drain protein-rich interstitial fluid, can arise either as
a congenital pathology (primary lymphedema) or as a result of therapy or injury (secondary lym-
phedema). The associated lymphostasis causes persistence and accumulation of antigen, foreign
material, and immune complexes in the interstitium, which can cause chronic localized inflamma-
tion (107) in addition to fibrosis (4, 108, 109). This chronic inflammation also attenuates lymphatic
contraction (90), hindering lymphatic flow to the lymph node and disrupting the trafficking of
lymphocytes to the lymph node. Thus, lymphedema cumulatively results in a region of local
immune suppression.

Accordingly, altered immunity has been reported in primary lymphedema (110), highlighting
the importance of lymphatic pathways in adaptive immune response in a variety of pathologies.
Supporting this concept are observations of edematous limbs being more prone to infection
(111, 112) and skin malignancies occurring at higher rates in lymphedematous limbs compared
with nonlymphedematous sites in transplant patients (113). Other examples of alterations in the
immune response include delayed allergic contact dermatitis in postmastectomy lymphedema
(114) and delayed graft rejection following ligation- or ablation-induced disruption of lymphatic
function (115, 116). In the context of islet cell transplant, inhibition of lymphangiogenesis can also
prolong allograft survival (117). However, lymphatic drainage appears to play complex roles in
modulating immunity because corneal (118) and kidney (119) lymphangiogenesis is associated with
graft rejection, whereas in the cornea, an absence of lymphatic drainage results in graft acceptance
(118).
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4.2. Lymphatic Transport as an Active Regulator of Adaptive
Immune Response to Immunization

In immunology, the lymphatic system has largely been studied for its cell transport roles, so the
functional contribution of lymphatic transport of dendritic cells from the periphery to draining
lymph nodes to immune response to immunization has been investigated. In one study, when mice
with the plt mutation, which leads to a loss of CCL21 and CCL19 expression in secondary lym-
phoid organs, were immunized subcutaneously with ovalbumin (OVA) as a model protein antigen
in complete Freund’s adjuvant, proliferation and interleukin-2 production by T cells in draining
lymph nodes remained intact (120). Interestingly, the proliferative and cytokine production re-
sponses of splenic T cells from immunized plt mice were greater than those of even wild-type (WT)
mice, and when splenectomized, T cell responses in the draining lymph nodes of plt mice were
lost (120). This finding implies that CCR7-directed dendritic cell trafficking to lymph nodes is
not required for the development of T cell immunity in response to immunization. In another ap-
proach, the emigration of peripheral tissue–resident dendritic cells to draining lymph nodes was
obstructed via treatment with anti-ICAM and anti-VCAM function-blocking antibodies (121).
This study found trends that seemingly conflict with the prior report, as the blocking intervention
significantly attenuated CD8 T cell responses to intradermally administered modified vaccinia
Ankara (MVA)-based human nucleoprotein vaccine in mice adoptively transferred with CD8 T
cells that recognize the H-2Db immunodominant human influenza A/NT/60/68 virus nucleo-
protein epitope ASNENMDAM (121). However, inhibition of ICAM and VCAM may disrupt
splenic responses via an unspecified mechanism in addition to dendritic cell–mediated transport
of vaccine antigen to draining lymph nodes via the lymphatics, irrespective of the normal homing
behavior by T cells reported with this intervention.

The idea that T cell immunity induced by immunization is lymph node independent is sup-
ported by analyses in alymphoplasia (aly/aly) mice (122), which are characterized by a complete
lack of lymph nodes and Peyer’s patches, as well as structural alterations in the spleen and thymus
due to a point mutation in the nuclear factor κB (NF-κB)-inducing kinase (123). Bone marrow
chimeras were generated using irradiated aly/+ mice injected with bone marrow cells from aly/aly
donor mice (aly/aly→aly/+) in order to restrict the NF-κB-inducing kinase to the hematopoi-
etic system and vice versa (aly/+→aly/aly) (124). In distinct contrast to immune-deficient aly/aly
mice, aly/+→aly/aly chimeras mounted robust T cell–driven autoimmune responses after subcu-
taneous immunization with myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein peptide in complete Freund’s
adjuvant, even in mice lacking lymph nodes (124). Interestingly, T cell responses in splenec-
tomized (aly/+aly/aly) chimeric mice, although delayed, also remained intact, with evidence of
compensatory priming of T cell supported in the liver (124), supporting the concept that T cell
immunity develops independently from dedicated secondary lymphoid structures. However, de-
spite normal T cell immunity in immunized mice lacking lymph nodes, humoral immunity was
disrupted (124). Specifically, titers of immunoglobulin M (IgM) were increased in immunized
mice, whereas antigen-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) was virtually absent (124), implying sig-
nificant deficiencies in class switching and suggesting differential sensitivities of T cell versus B
cell immunity to extra–lymph nodal priming.

In addition to their cell transport roles, the lymphatics facilitate drainage of fluid from
peripheral tissues to the lymph node, the function of which has been left largely unexplored in
adaptive immune response. This is partly because mouse models of impaired lymphatic drainage
require causative gene defects that may directly affect immunity, and inflammation associated
with surgical or chemical disruption of lymphatic vessels also strongly affects immune responses.
To overcome these limitations to evaluate the contribution of generalized lymphatic transport
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K14–VEGFR-3–Ig transgenic mice with (a) impaired dermal lymphangiogenesis (b) exhibit deficient antigen transport to draining
lymph nodes from the skin (as measured by FITC painting). (c) In response to dermal immunization, humoral immunity is severely
compromised in transgenic animals. (d ) K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mouse ears swell in response to dermal contact hypersensitivity challenge
but cannot be pretolerized. H&E-stained cross sections of ears 48 h after challenge. (e) One-year-old K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice exhibit
autoimmune phenotypes, including antibody deposition (red ) in the skin. Single asterisk, p < 0.05; double asterisks, p < 0.01 using
Mann–Whitney. Abbreviations: DNFB, dinitrofluorobenzene; DNTB, dinitrothiocyanobenzene; FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate;
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Reference 4 with permission.

function to adaptive immune response to immunization, we implemented a K14–VEGFR-3–Ig
mouse model that expresses soluble VEGF receptor 3 (VEGFR-3)–Ig via the keratin 14 (K14)
promoter, which impairs VEGF-C signaling that results in defective lymphatic growth that is
restricted to the skin (Figure 3) (125). As adults, these mice display no recognized physiological
manifestations of the transgenic manipulation other than a paucity of initial dermal lymphatic
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capillaries and decreased fluid clearance from the skin, they survive up to 2 years, the lymph nodes
are intact, and lymphatic vessels in other nondermal tissues appear normal. When we subjected
the mice to passive and active antigen transport challenges from the skin, either using fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC) painting, wherein soluble FITC is applied to the shaved dorsal skin of
mice (4, 22), or intradermally injecting 1-μm-diameter fluorescent beads that are too large to be
passively convected and instead require cell-mediated delivery to the lymph node (4, 5), transport
of both FITC and dendritic cells in transgenic animals to draining lymph nodes was ablated
(4). Thus, K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice represent a highly suitable model to test the ramifications
of lymphatic-mediated solute or cell-mediated antigen transport from peripheral skin tissues
to draining lymph nodes in the development of adaptive immune response to dermal immune
challenge.

We compared the immune response to vaccination in transgenic K14–VEGFR-3–Ig animals
with that of their WT littermates (4). To this end, we used a dermal or peritoneal immuniza-
tion scheme consisting of OVA administered in conjunction with either soluble small-molecule
Toll-like receptor ligand 4 lipopolysaccharide or alum, which forms an insoluble depot upon
injection. Twenty-one days after immunization with a day 10 boost, T cell responses, includ-
ing interferon-γ production with OVA restimulation and frequencies of MHCI OVA peptide
SIINFEKL-specific T cells, in the K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice appeared normal, despite proliferative
responses by CD8+ and, more significantly, CD4+ T cells being slightly delayed. Further corrob-
orating these observations was the finding that, when subjected to a dermal contact sensitization
challenge via sensitization and recall with dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB), T cell–mediated ear
swelling was even more robust in transgenic relative to WT mice (Figure 3). Consistent with
previous reports in plt mice (120), these data suggest compensatory mechanisms of T cell priming
in K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice and support the concept that T cell immunity in transgenic mice can
develop independently from lymphatic-mediated transport.

When we evaluated humoral immunity in transgenic K14–VEGFR-3–Ig animals in response
to OVA immunization, despite apparently normal T cell immunity in response to intradermal
immunization, we found profound impairments in antigen-specific antibody titers (Figure 3) (4).
Specifically, K14–VEGFR-3–Ig animals immunized with OVA and lipopolysaccharide exhibited
serum IgG titers that were five or more orders of magnitude lower than those of WT animals.
This deficiency was not the result of impairments of B cell function in transgenic animals per se,
given that responses to intraperitoneal immunization were normal and B cells isolated from the
lymph nodes and spleens of transgenic mice responded similarly to those from WT mice when
stimulated ex vivo with lipopolysaccharide in terms of maturation as well as interferon-γ and IgM
production. However, delays in CD4+ T cell priming, which plays a well-established role in mature
B cell immune responses (126), may contribute. Conversely, the decreased ability of B cells, which
normally have inhibitory roles in contact hypersensitivity reactions via inhibition of the elicitation
phase by lymph node–resident B cells (127), to respond to intradermal immunization in the K14–
VEGFR-3–Ig mice might also contribute to enhanced swelling in transgenic mice. These findings
complement previous reports demonstrating the delivery of lymph-borne antigen to lymph node–
resident B cells either directly through the conduits in the case of smaller antigens (18) or by
transfer from subcapsular macrophages for larger antigens (19). The disorganized lymph node
stroma and B cell follicles in transgenic mice (Figure 1) may also contribute to their impaired
humoral immune responses to dermal vaccination, given recent reports of B cell priming and
affinity maturation in response to subcutaneous challenge requiring the specialized topography of
the lymph node (122). Cumulatively, these results indicate an essential role for lymphatic drainage
function from the periphery in humoral immunity.
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4.3. Lymphatic Transport in the Regulation of Immune
Tolerance and Autoimmunity

Because the lymph node is an important site for the maintenance of self-tolerance (128), inves-
tigators have studied the contribution of drainage of self-antigen to draining lymph nodes from
peripheral tissues via lymphatics to local immune tolerance. In early research, studies implement-
ing a skin transplantation model where the blood, but not lymphatic, vasculature was connected
to the surrounding tissue were used to investigate immune response to contact sensitization (1, 2).
The skin sensitizer dansyl chloride, when injected in complete Freund’s adjuvant into alymphatic
skin islands of guinea pigs, failed to induce tolerance; application to intact skin had the oppo-
site effect. This finding suggests that lymphatics have a role in the development of immunologic
tolerance. We also investigated tolerance to contact hypersensitivity (4) in K14–VEGFR-3–Ig an-
imals, a model that is not complicated by surgically induced tissue damage and inflammation,
which could also affect local immunity. In WT but not K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice, pretreatment
with dinitrothiocyanobenzene (DNTB, a tolerizing agent to DNFB) prevented DNFB-induced
ear swelling (Figure 3), suggesting that transgenic mice are deficient in mechanisms of acquired
tolerance against skin-encountered antigen. These corroborating results indicate that lymphatic
transport to draining lymph nodes is essential to acquired peripheral tolerance.

We also explored the effect of chronically impaired lymphatic transport of endogenous self-
antigen on autoimmune outcomes in K14–VEGFR-3–Ig compared with WT animals. Several
hallmarks of autoimmunity in 1-year-old K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice were observed, including indi-
cations of disrupted B cell Ig class switching, elevated serum titers of anti-double-stranded DNA
antibodies, antibody deposits in the skin, and an increased frequency of mice with skin-reactive
serum antibodies (Figure 3). B cell expression levels of B cell coreceptor CD19, which com-
plexes with the antigen receptor of B cells to increase sensitivity to antigen-specific stimulation
and whose increased expression is associated with increased autoantibody production (129) and
autoimmunity (130), were also increased in skin-draining but not other lymph nodes or spleens
of transgenic but not WT mice (4).

Given the emerging appreciation for the contribution of lymph node organization to periph-
eral tolerance, particularly with regard to the positioning of B cells and trafficking of T cells
(128), hallmarks of autoimmunity observed in K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice may also be related to the
deficient lymphatic transport–related structural remodeling of skin-draining lymph nodes. For
example, autoimmune phenotypes develop in mice lacking either CCR7 or CXCR5 (35, 131), the
receptors for CCL21 and CXCL13, important in the segmentation of the T and B cell zones of the
lymph node, respectively. The disruption of lymph node CCL21 and CXCL13 distributions and,
as a result, tissue architecture and cellular trafficking that enhance S. typhimurium virulence were
previously proposed as a mechanism of immune suppression used by pathogens that infect lym-
phoid tissue (34). Indeed, disruptions in the CCL21 and CXCR13 distributions resulting in B cell
follicle disorganization restricted to the skin-draining lymph nodes of K14–VEGFR-3–Ig mice are
associated with impaired dermal lymphatic transport (Figure 1). Furthermore, the upregulation
of coreceptor CD19 expression and collapse of HEVs observed in these animals correspond di-
rectly to these transport deficiencies. Lower frequencies of Treg cells in skin-draining lymph nodes
were also found, suggesting deficiencies in Treg cell homing to the skin-draining lymph nodes.
Taken together with the increased CD19 expression by cells in the lymph nodes of K14–VEGFR-
3–Ig mice, these data suggest that the B cell regulatory balance normally maintained by lymph
nodes (122, 128) is dysregulated in the transgenic mice. Thus, in addition to enabling lymph-
borne antigen to flush through the B cell zone, coming in direct contact with B cells minutes
after injection (18), lymphatic transport–directed lymph node structural organization represents
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a putative mechanism that supports the lymph node’s role in maintenance of immunological
tolerance.

To investigate the role of lymphatics in local immune tolerance in a reverse model of
heightened lymphangiogenesis, given that tumor expression of lymphangiogenic growth factor
VEGF-C increases lymph drainage to the draining lymph node (5, 132), we explored the effect
of tumor VEGF-C expression on preexisting immunity (5). Ten days prior to implantation of
OVA-expressing B16F10 melanomas, we vaccinated mice with OVA and lipopolysaccharide, a
treatment regimen that strongly inhibited WT tumor growth. Surprisingly, this immunization
scheme had no effect on the growth of VEGF-C-overexpressing (lymphangiogenic) B16F10
melanomas expressing OVA. SIINFEKL-specific CD8+ T cell frequencies in both the tumor
and tumor-draining lymph nodes (TDLNs) were also substantially decreased in animals bearing
VEGF-C-overexpressing B16F10 melanomas, even while SIINFEKL-specific CD8+ T cells
were circulating at similar levels in all vaccinated mice. Treatment with VEGFR-3-neutralizing
antibody during tumor growth furthermore restored susceptibility to vaccination and increased
the frequencies of SIINFEKL-specific CD8+ T cells in both the tumor and the TDLNs. The
functional activation of tumor antigen–specific CD8+ T cells in TDLNs was also impaired in
VEGF-C-overexpressing (lymphangiogenic) melanoma–bearing animals, as tumor infiltrates
expressed less interferon-γ and lower levels of activation markers CD25 and CD69. The infiltrates
were also more apoptotic compared with WT tumor infiltrates (5). These data demonstrate the
capacity of VEGF-C-induced tumor lymphangiogenesis to suppress local immunity.

5. LYMPHATIC-TARGETED DRUG DELIVERY FOR LYMPH
NODE IMMUNOMODULATION

Lymphatics and lymph nodes have emerged as therapeutic targets because, in addition to be-
ing both a frequent site of cancer metastasis and susceptible to infection by certain classes of
pathogen, they play a central role in the regulation of adaptive immune response. Insights into the
basic science of lymphatic immune physiology have thus provided important guidelines for the
applicability and implementation of such schemes. Although targeting agents to lymphatics has
been suggested (133), we focus in particular on therapeutic delivery to lymph nodes and highlight
a few notable examples in cancer therapy (8, 10, 11, 134, 135), therapeutic immune suppression
for transplantation and treatment of autoimmune diabetes (136, 137), and vaccines for infectious
disease (135, 138, 139). Engineering design to achieve such targeting is not discussed here but has
been reviewed in depth elsewhere (9, 30).

5.1. Cancer

Spontaneous development of antitumor immunity is associated with improved clinical outcome
(140), suggesting that immunotherapy has the potential to increase cancer survival. Therefore,
investigators have explored the benefit of lymph node targeting of subunit vaccines for cancer to
achieve optimal immunotherapeutic efficacy (10, 11, 134, 135). However, the protective effect of
vaccination can be dampened by the active suppression of antitumor immunity within regional
TDLNs, despite the presence of functional effector T cells in the systemic circulation (141).
Dendritic cell costimulation of T cells within TDLNs is inhibited (142), leading to less-effective
priming of tumor antigen–specific cytotoxic T and T helper cells (143), even in the presence
of highly immunogenic tumor antigens (144–147). Indeed, TDLNs often display an altered im-
munological microenvironment relative to non-tumor-associated lymph nodes, suggesting active
regulation of the TDLN micromilieu by the tumor, whereas increased frequencies of TDLN-
resident Treg cells predict poor patient outcome (148). Mitigating immune regulation locally within
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the tumor and TDLNs therefore represents a critical hurdle in effective management of cancer
via immunotherapy.

In support of the concept that immunomodulation within the TDLNs promotes antitumor
immunity against endogenously produced tumor antigen draining via lymphatics to TDLN, we
recently developed a proof-of-principle model to explore whether delivery of immunomodulatory
agents to immune cells in TDLNs might enhance antitumor immune responses and reduce tumor
burden. In this approach, we sought to induce dendritic cell maturation within TDLNs via delivery
of CpG oligodeoxynucleotide (CpG), a Toll-like receptor 9 agonist that demonstrates strong T
helper 1 potentiating activity (149). This was accomplished by leveraging a nanoparticle (NP)
technology that, by virtue of its size and formulation [reviewed elsewhere (9)], accumulates rapidly
and at appreciable concentrations in draining lymph nodes after injection in the dermis (8, 150,
151). Using the implantable B16F10 melanoma model, we compared treatment of tumor-bearing
mice with NP conjugated to CpG (CpG-NP) in the ipsilateral limb (treating the TDLNs) relative
to treatment with CpG-NP in the contralateral limb (treating the non-TDLNs). In response
to daily treatment of the TDLNs with CpG-NP after tumor establishment, tumor growth was
significantly reduced (Figure 4), whereas treatment with CpG-NP in the contralateral limb,
plain NP, and free CpG in the ipsilateral limb had no effect. This finding suggests that the NP-
mediated, targeted delivery of CpG to the TDLNs, rather than systemic immune activation,
enhanced antitumor immune responses against the tumor. In support of the concept that reduced
tumor growth resulted from CpG-NP’s immune modulatory activity within the TDLNs, strong
changes in immune cell repertoires, including increased frequencies of mature dendritic cells
within the TDLNs and increases in tumor antigen–specific CD8+ T cells in the tumor, were
observed (Figure 4).

Implementing the same lymph node–targeting drug delivery technology, investigators evalu-
ated the efficacy of TDLN- versus non-TDLN-targeted cancer vaccination in two tumor models
in which NP-conjugated tumor antigen was codelivered with CpG-NP as adjuvant (10). Inter-
estingly, although the TDLNs exhibited an immune-suppressed state, corroborating previous
reports, TDLN-targeted vaccination outperformed vaccines delivered to non-TDLNs in terms
of induction of potent cytotoxic CD8+ T cell responses both locally and systemically, as well as
reducing the frequency of immune-suppressive myeloid-derived suppressor and Treg cells (10).
Accordingly, TDLN targeting was associated with delayed disease progression induced by tu-
mor vaccination (10). These findings underscore the potential for targeted immunotherapy to
substantially improve efficacy in the treatment of cancer.

5.2. Transplantation and Autoimmune Diabetes

The lymph node’s role in the regulation of immunity versus tolerance has made it an attractive
target for immunotherapeutic interventions aiming to achieve engraftment of transplanted tissues
because T and dendritic cells participate in the rejection and acceptance of allotransplants (152,
153). To this end, the immune-suppressive drugs rapamycin and tacrolimus were encapsulated
into micelles that, after injection in the dermis, resulted in accumulation in draining lymph nodes
(136). With daily injection post transplant, MHC-mismatched skin allograft transplant survival
was prolonged (136). More recently, mouse lymph nodes were shown to support the engraftment,
growth, and function of directly injected hepatocytes, thymuses, and pancreatic islets (154). Lymph
nodes thus represent attractive tissues to target both immunomodulatory agents and cells/tissues
to prolong graft survival or improve graft function.

Emerging evidence also reinforces the potential for immunomodulation within lymph nodes re-
gional to the pancreas in the treatment of autoimmune diabetes. For example, oral insulin–induced
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Figure 4
Lymph node–targeted adjuvant immunotherapy slows tumor growth and changes the infiltrating lymphocyte profile in both the tumor
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protection against autoimmune diabetes has been associated with the presence of interleukin-4-
producing T cells of a helper 2 type in not only the pancreas but also the pancreatic lymph
nodes (155). Moreover, treatment of nonobese diabetic mice with complete Freund’s adjuvant
and exendin-4 as immunotherapy reversed new-onset diabetes by ∼90%, corresponding with an
increase in the frequency of Treg cells in pancreatic lymph nodes (156). Immunotherapy via phos-
phatidylserine liposomes, which accumulated in the pancreatic lymph nodes and pancreas after
intraperitoneal administration, was capable of inducing tolerogenic dendritic cells that impaired
the proliferation of autoreactive T cells in vitro, expanding antigen-specific CD4+ T cells in vivo
and decreasing diabetes incidence (137). Immunomodulation within pancreatic lymph nodes thus
appears to have significant potential to ameliorate autoimmune diabetes immunotherapy.

5.3. Infectious Disease

Recent observations of lymphatic transport contributing to the robust development of humoral
immunity to immunization (4) suggest that lymph node–targeted immunotherapeutic approaches
are suitable for infectious disease applications where neutralizing antibodies are desired. To this
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end, several approaches have illustrated the potent efficacy of lymph node targeting in boost-
ing immunogenicity. Phage presentation of lymph node–homing peptides administered intra-
venously dramatically increased the humoral immune response, as indicated by increased an-
tiphage serum antibody titers (157). Direct injection of OVA and Toll-like receptor 3 ligand
poly(inosinic:cytidylic acid)–encapsulating microparticles into lymph nodes also significantly en-
hanced the resulting antibody titers relative to intramuscular administration (158). More recent
research exploring the influence of molded particle size, shape, and aspect ratio on dendritic cell
uptake and lymph node delivery and persistence of antigen post administration demonstrated the
benefit of particle-mediated antigen conjugation in OVA immunization schemes, resulting in sig-
nificantly improved OVA-specific antibody titers compared with free antigen either alone or in
its nonconjugated form (159).

T cell immunity induced by vaccination has also been improved via targeted lymph node
delivery. For example, in addition to boosting humoral immune response, intranodal injection
of OVA and poly(inosinic:cytidylic acid)–encapsulating microparticles significantly increased the
frequency of and cytokine production by SIINFEKL-specific CD8+ T cells induced by immuniza-
tion (158). Codelivery of CpG and various MHCI peptides to draining lymph nodes as albumin-
hitchhiking lipid-modified amphiphiles also demonstrated similar trends (11). Similar to lymph
node–targeted delivery of protein antigen via conjugation to micelles boosting induced cellular
immune responses post administration in the skin (160), NP conjugation–mediated increases in
OVA delivery to lymph nodes and uptake by resident dendritic cells after intrapulmonary immu-
nization with CpG resulted in dramatically enhanced antigen-specific CD8+ and CD4+ T cell
immunity and CD8+ T cell memory (5). These increases in splenic and lung effector responses in-
duced by lymph node–targeted vaccination were capable of protecting animals from infection with
a recombinant strain of influenza H1N1 PR8, which expresses SIINFEKL in the neuraminidase
stalk (5). The potency of both systemic and localized T helper 1 immunity induced by intrapul-
monary immunization with CpG coadministered with the tuberculosis antigen Ag85B was also
significantly improved by lymph node targeting via NP conjugation and enhanced the protective
effect of Ag86B immunization against aerosol Mycobacterium tuberculosis challenge (10). Similarly,
antigen and dual Toll-like receptor ligand poly(inosinic:cytidylic acid)– and monophosphoryl
lipid A–loaded interbilayer cross-linked multilamellar vesicles that increased payload delivery to
lymph nodes after intrapulmonary immunization to induce effector memory mucosal immunity
conferred protection from infection with simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) gag–expressing
vaccinia virus (135). Lymph node–targeted vaccination schemes thus appear promising in provid-
ing superior protection against infectious disease.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

As the nascent field of immunoengineering continues to grow, the challenge in understanding
and appreciating the physiology of the immune system remains significant. Whereas single-factor
mechanisms at the genetic, molecular, and cellular levels have provided and will continue to provide
significant insight, the interplay of these factors in a temporally and locoregionally regulated
fashion is often overlooked. However, it is increasingly clear that immune response and regulation
depend on the coordination of intercellular signaling events that transpire over diverse time and
length scales and are significantly regulated by lymphatics. An interdisciplinary approach coupling
molecular, cellular, and tissue immunology with lymphatic transport considerations will continue
to provide insight into complex immunological processes and systems as well as design criteria for
advanced drug delivery and tissue engineering approaches in immunoengineering.
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